The Alpha Xi Delta Foundation is proud to announce the 2018 Slaymaker-Kinsey Award recipients. In honor of Wilhelmina "Billie" Slaymaker-Kinsey, Ohio State ‘16, the award recognizes the initiated member who has the highest GPA in the chapter at the beginning of the academic year.

Alpha Xi Delta is honored to recognize the 2018 award recipients for their commitment to academic achievement, personal responsibility and individual excellence. Since 1993, the Foundation has awarded $263,550 in Slaymaker-Kinsey Academic Achievement Awards.

Siena Acieano, University of Maryland ‘18
Jamie Azulay, University of New Hampshire ‘17
Cosmina Backs, Kansas State University ‘17
Emma Barina, University of South Carolina ‘17
Hannah Berardinis, Bowling Green State University ‘17
Melissa Bilza, Lycoming College ‘16
Mackie Black, Albion College ‘16
Sarah Boermeester, Worcester Polytechnic Institute ‘18
Mackenzie Boone, West Liberty University ‘16
Allie Bulford, University of West Georgia ‘17
Kaitlin Burge, University of Alabama at Birmingham ‘16
Megan Busse, Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville ‘17
Rachel Ciervo, University of Hartford ‘17
Angelica Clemente, University of Nevada, Las Vegas ‘16
Lauren Close, Temple University ‘17
Grace Cochrane, Franklin & Marshall College ‘17
Kierstin Conaway, Wittenberg University ‘16
Alyssa Corpus, Michigan State University ‘17
Holly Critchley, University of Hartford ‘18
Lexi Dollhopf, Carroll University ‘17
Meghan Donovan, Michigan State University ‘16
Ally Douglass, Eastern Michigan University ‘16
Harlee Dwyer, University of Alabama at Birmingham ‘17
Therese Egan, Marquette University ‘18
Mary Eisenhower, Southwestern University ‘18
Hannah Evans, Auburn University ‘17
Rachel Fielweber, University of Northern Iowa ‘15
Sarah Kate Fox, West Virginia University ‘17
Nicole France, Temple University ‘17
Christina Gasko, Cornell University ‘18
Dana Gebert, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire ‘17
Sydney Gifford, Rochester Institute of Technology ‘18
Christina Gleason, George Mason University ‘17
Madeline Gorra, Franklin & Marshall College ‘18
McKensie Griffis, Georgia Institute of Technology ‘17
Emma Hamilton, Georgia Institute of Technology ‘15
Deana Hanns, DePaul University ‘15
Nicole Heim, Kansas State University ‘17
Kelsie Heitert, Jacksonville State University ‘17
Logan Hill, Ohio Northern University ‘15
Caralyn Hudson, *Marshall University* ‘15
Margaret Hunt, *Georgia State University* ‘15
Gabrielle Jablonski, *Idaho State University* ‘16
Kelsey Kanauss, *Coastal Carolina University* ‘17
Victoria Kauget, *Brooklyn College* ‘17
Caroline Keeter, *East Carolina University* ‘17
Isabel Kim, *Cornell University* ‘18
Nicole Lauck, *South Dakota State University* ‘16
Elizabeth Lebar, *Marietta* ‘17
Emily LeVan, *Penn State University* ‘18
Dana Luciano, *The Ohio State University* ‘17
Taylor Marcusson, *University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign* ‘15
Emily Martin, *University of New Orleans* ‘15
Hannah Martin, *Henderson State University* ‘17
Julie Mast, *University of Central Florida* ‘16
Allison Matthai, *West Virginia University* ‘18
Kara McArdle, *Syracuse University* ‘18
Jenessa Meserve, *Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University* ‘14
Katia Mezey, *Greensboro College* ‘16
Ellie Mitcham, *Auburn University* ‘17
Allison Mundy, *Lyon College* ‘18
Shannon Murphy, *University of Delaware* ‘16
Taylor Nikkel, *Kansas State University* ‘16
Rachel Novicki, *University of Nebraska- Lincoln* ‘16
Ellie O'Donoghue, Marquette University ‘18
Lauren Owens, Old Dominion University ‘17
Ashley Pachta, University of Nebraska-Kearney ‘17
Taylor Partusch, University of Nebraska at Omaha ‘17
Haley Peterson, Kansas State University ‘18
Halle Pitner, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University ‘16
Molly Quinn, Auburn University ‘17
Emma Rad, University of North Carolina-Asheville ‘17
Rebecca Reese, Wright State University ‘17
Aurora Reible-Gunter, The University of Delaware ‘17
Mallery Reiff, Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville ‘16
McKay Resor, University of New Orleans ‘17
Lauren Roth, University of Toledo ‘16
Kioko Soneda, University of Washington ‘18
Lydia Stambaugh, Auburn University ‘16
Nicole Stambaugh, Auburn University ‘17
Victoria Stawicki, Ohio Northern University ‘17
Serena Stout, Youngstown State University ‘17
Hunter Stroup, University of Missouri- St. Louis ‘18
Lauren Struble, Stetson University ‘16
Alanna Underwood, Wingate University ‘15
Jordan Utter, Monmouth College ‘16
Madison VanGinhoven, Lyon College ‘18
Jasmine Varela, University of Texas at El Paso ‘17
Tiffany Vavricek, University of Nebraska at Kearney ‘15

Mackenzee Walker, West Virginia University ‘18

Claire Walton, Cornell University ‘17

Paige Wenger, Millersville University ‘18

Taylor Wester, Wittenberg University ‘17

Alyssa Wherry, Kansas State University ‘17

Madeline Wilkus, Kansas State University ‘17

Amariah Wright, Michigan State University ‘17

Claire Zurovec, University of Texas at Austin ‘17